Acquisition of new metabolic capabilities: multicopy suppression by cloned transaminase genes in Escherichia coli K-12.
The four general transaminases of Escherichia coli K-12 have overlapping, but discrete, substrate specificities and participate in the final step in the synthesis of at least seven different amino acids. Through the use of strains that have mutations in one or more transaminase genes and carry a different wild-type (wt) gene on a multicopy plasmid, it was possible to detect instances in which an amplified wt gene suppressed nonallelic mutations. In these cases, overproduction of the enzyme permitted a broader range of substrates to be used at physiologically significant levels, either because a low catalytic efficiency (in the case analyzed here) or a low affinity of the enzyme towards the substrate prevented its effective utilization under normal conditions. Consequently, by compensating for a low catalytic reaction rate, enzyme overproduction circumvents the original lesion and restores biosynthetic activity to the mutant strain. The suppression of a mutation in one gene by amplified copies of a different wt gene is termed 'multicopy suppression'. This phenomenon is useful for detecting poorly expressed genes, for detecting duplicate genes, for identifying secondary functions of the products of known genes, and for elucidating the metabolic role of the product of the suppressed gene.